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Abstract— On-line measurement of the energy content of
natural gas is of interest for both industry and customers,
since the energy content determines its monetary value.

Experiments with pulsed ultrasound show that, in addition
to changes in speed of sound and acoustic attenuation, there is
also a change in the shape of the sound waveform. In this pa-
per we investigate the feasibility of using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) to quantify this change in pulse shape.

The principle is evaluated for pure Oxygen, pure Ethane,
and mixtures of the two, for different pressures. The results
show that by using PCA, it is possible to distinguish between
pulses that have propagated through Oxygen from pulses in
Ethane and mixtures of the two.

I. INTRODUCTION

Natural gas contains a mixture of several gases, like
Methane, Ethane, Hydrogen, etc. Sometimes also small,
but highly undesired fractions of Oxygen. It is of interest
to both provider and customer to know the composition of
such gas mixtures, since this determines the energy content
(calorimetric value) and the combustion properties and thus,
the monetary value of the gas.

With the use of different sources of gas (i.e. different gas
fields) the energy content of the gas delivered to customers
may vary considerably. Variations up to 20% are not uncom-
mon, and can be on scale of seconds [1]. For both customers
and gas companies it therefore becomes of importance to
measure the energy content in order to get a fair invoice.
This research is motivated by the lack of commercial meth-
ods that are both cheap, fast, and reliable.

Today, the energy content of gases is measured using ei-
ther gas chromatography or calorimetery. Both methods are
accurate, but requires samples of the gas to be removed and
analyzed separately. They are also relatively slow. Because
of this, the existing techniques are not suitable for on-line
measurement at the customer side of the distribution line.

Typically, both the speed of sound and the absorption of
sound within a gas vary with temperature, frequency, pres-
sure, etc. Hence, both these parameters can be used to clas-
sify and/or detect a pure gas. The hypothesis we wanted to
investigate with this work was weather the ultrasonic pulses

transmitted through a gas contain additional information.
We investigate the feasibility to use Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [2] to extract parameters from the measured
ultrasound pulses, that can be used to classify which gases
are present.

Before the analysis, the effects of speed of sound and at-
tenuation were removed from the pulses. For narrowband
pulses the effect of dispersion (i.e. the frequency depen-
dence of the speed of sound) is minimal. Hence, we assume
that a speed of sound change is visible mainly as a change
in propagation time of the entire pulse. Since we are inter-
ested primarily in the shape of the received pulse (and not
the arrival time) the pulses were aligned in time before the
analysis. The effect of attenuation can easily be removed by
normalizing each pulse to unit energy. Once this is done, we
are left with a set of pulses with the same energy, starting at
the same time. In this paper we show how the remaining
variations can be studied with the use of PCA, and how this
can be used to discriminate between pulses that have propa-
gated through different gases.

Samples of Oxygen (O2), Ethane (C2H6), and mixtures
of the two were used in order to perform the experiments
required to test and validate the hypothesis.

The results show that, in addition to the speed of sound
and acoustic attenuation, the shape of the pulse can be used
to extract parameters necessary to identify not only pure
gases, but also gas mixtures. The results in this paper are
preliminary and should be interpreted as an example of the
analysis strategy rather than a complete analysis method.

II. THEORY

A. Aligning and normalizing

In order to be able to compare what effect the gases have
on the shape of the ultrasound pulse, the effect of speed of
sound and acoustic attenuation have to be removed. This
was done by normalizing each pulse to unit energy, and
aligning the start of the pulses in time.



B. Principal component analysis (PCA)

With the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [3], any
matrix X with rank r, can be factored as

X = USVT . (1)

Some important properties of the SVD are:
• First r columns of U form an orthonormal basis for the
column space of X.
• First r columns of V form an orthonormal basis for the
row space of X.
The r non-zero diagonal elements of S are the square-roots
of the eigenvalues of XT X and XXT .

To examine how much each of the columns in U con-
tributes to the total experimental variation, the singular val-
ues, σi, are be scaled according to

σ̃2
i =

σ2
i∑r

i=1 σ2
i

, (2)

Fig. 2 shows this for the experiments in this paper.
PCA [2] is normally described as factoring the matrix X

into scores, T, and loadings, P, where

P = V (3)

T = US. (4)

In this paper, the the columns of X are given by the sam-
ples of the pulse waveform, and we wish to find a model for
the shape of the pulse. To examine how different experimen-
tal conditions affect the pulse, the columns of X are scaled
to unit energy, that is

xn =
x̃n√
x̃T

n x̃n

, (5)

where x̃n denotes the n:th original pulse. The reason for this
scaling is to avoid the risk of a priori assigning any of the
pulse waveforms greater significance than the other. In other
applications the data are usually scaled to unit variance or to
unit maximum amplitude.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Setup

A pulse echo measurement scheme was used to measure
the attenuation and speed of sound for the gases. The acous-
tic properties of interest vary with frequency, f , and pres-
sure, P . The temperature and frequency dependence on
sound velocity and acoustic attenuation, has previously been
investigated by, for example, Martinsson [4], Lueptow [5],
[6], and Bhatia [7]. Changes in frequency and pressure are
normally studied as the ratio f/P . There are two ways to

vary f/P in a pulse echo system. Transducers of different
center frequency can be used for a fixed pressure, or one
transducer can be used while the pressure is changed. The
later of the two principles was chosen for the work in this
paper. A 1 MHz air transducer was used while the static
pressure was varied.
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Fig. 1. The measurement equipment. All measurements were
performed in a pressure chamber. The pressure was varied
between 1.0 bar and 7.4 bar. The air transducer had a center
frequency of 1 MHz.

A custom-built pressure chamber (see Fig. 1) was used
to achieve different static pressures. For each gas, the pres-
sure was varied from 1.0 to 7.4 bar in 19 steps. Since the
attenuation in Ethane is extremely high at low pressures and
high frequencies, we were not able to make measurements
for that particular gas for pressures below 2.86 bar.

The transducer was mounted on a stainless steel measure-
ment cell, as seen in the lower left corner of Fig. 1. The mea-
surement cell was then immersed into the pressure chamber.
The whole setup was then placed in a temperature controlled
chamber (Heraeus Vötsch HT4010), keeping the tempera-
ture constant at 20 ◦C.

The pressure in the chamber was measured with an AN-
DERSON TPP Pressure Transmitter with a range of up to
13.6 bar above atmospheric zero. The transmitter have an
accuracy of approximately 30 mbar. This includes the com-
bined effects of linearity, hysteresis and repeatability.



To excite and receive acoustic pulses from the transducer,
a Panametrics Pulser/Receiver Model 5072 was used. For
the transmitting mode, the pulser/receiver was set to deliver
maximum energy to the transducer, which corresponds to
a short voltage peak with 380 V amplitude with an energy
of 104 µJ. In receive-mode, a built-in amplifier allows the
signals to be amplified up to 59 dB. For the experiment de-
scribed in this paper the gain was typically set to 20 dB
throughout the measurements, but for some of the pulses
recorded at low pressure, a higher gain was used. The out-
put of the amplifier is linear up to ±1 V.

All pulses were sampled with a Tektronix TDS 724, 1 GHz
oscilloscope. For each experimental setting, 50 pulses were
recorded and transferred to a PC, where they were averaged
and further processed.

For each measurement, the temperature was recorded us-
ing an encapsulated PT100 sensor mounted trough the wall
of the pressure chamber.
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Fig. 2. Contribution of the basis vectors (columns in U) to ex-
plaining the total variation in the measurement set. Note that
the first 6 describe over 99% of the total experimental varia-
tion.

B. Results

Experiments were made for pure Ethane and Oxygen,
and mixtures of 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% (by volume) of
Ethane. For each experiment, the pressure was varied from
1.0 bar to 7.4 bar. In all experiments, the temperature was
kept at 20 ◦C. For each experiment, 50 pulses were mea-
sured and averaged. These average pulses were then nor-
malized in energy and aligned in time. The resulting pulses
were stored as columns of the matrix X.

The matrix X was then decomposed into its principal
components, as described in the previous section. Fig.

2 shows how much of the total experimental variation is
explained as we append the model with basis functions
(columns of U). From Fig. 2 we see that using the first 6
basis functions is enough to explain more than 99% of the
total variation. This means that, once attenuation and speed
of sound has been accounted for, all the pulses can be accu-
rately modeled as a linear combination of the first 6 columns
in U, i.e.

xn ≈ v1nσ1u1 + v2nσ2u2 + v3nσ3u3+
+ v4nσ4u4 + v5nσ5u5 + v6nσ6u6. (6)
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Fig. 3. Basis functions (u1 . . . u6) corresponding to the six largest
singular values.

The column vectors of U are orthonormal, which means



they represent linearly independent components. Fig. 3
shows the 6 most significant components.
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Fig. 4. Coefficients of the first basis function plotted versus the
coefficients of the second basis vector.

In Fig. 4 we clearly see that there are some properties of
the ultrasound waveform that differ from Ethane and Oxy-
gen. Most of the coefficients for Oxygen are located in the
upper half of the plot, while those for Ethane are located at
the bottom half. The coefficients for the mixtures are located
in between. In Fig. 4 the y-axis is the numerical value of the
second coordinate corresponding the second basis function
in Fig. 3. The x-axis is the first coordinate corresponding to
the first basis function in Fig. 3. Both axes have been scaled
with the corresponding singular value.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have shown that a PCA can be used to
extract information from the shape of the ultrasound pulse,
that can be used to distinguish between Oxygen and Ethane.
For example, the value of v2 (see Fig. 4) differs significantly
from Oxygen, Ethane, and mixtures of the two.

Once we know which gas is present, more information
can be extracted easily. If pressure, temperature, speed of
sound, and acoustic attenuation are measured at the same
time, other properties, like acoustic impedance and density,
can be calculated [8].

If the principles discussed in this paper would be used in
a sensor application, we recommend using a high pressure
and/or a low frequency. That would minimize the frequency
to pressure ratio and give good signal-to-noise ratio.

As discussed in the theory section, the pulses are aligned
in time, to remove the effect of changes in speed of sound
before the PCA. However, there is still some time jitter re-
maining between the different measurement. This is difficult

to compensate for, since the shape of the pulse changes. A
successful jitter correction would most likely further reduce
the dimensionality of the problem. This will be considered
in future work.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown that, except for the traditional
attenuation and speed of sound values, it is possible to ex-
tract additional information from the pulse shape. This was
done using a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Exper-
iments show that the basis functions obtained by the SVD
can be used to quantify changes in pulse shape stemming
from changes in frequency-to-pressure ratio (f/P ) and gas
composition. Preliminary experimental results indicate that
it should be possible to distinguish between Ethane and
Oxygen and even mixtures of the two.
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